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Abstract: In this technical paper A Train Surveillance Model is designed to trace trains on their tracks using various sensors. This model is used to avoid train collisions and collision of other vehicles while crossing the railway track. This is technical paper is of further development and study to develop enhanced technologies for train surveillance and track switching.
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1. Introduction

Railway is one of the most widely used modes of transportation in India with more than 800 million people travelling by railway annually. Other than transportation Indian railway is also used to transport goods across the country with more than 950 million tonnes being carried annually. As above statistics show railway is of huge importance for Indian economy and GDP. Indian railway is the world’s fourth largest rail network with thousands of railway stations. Being so complex and widely used mean of transport large number of accidents also take place resulting in loss of lives and wealth. Train accidents are majorly of two kinds two trains colliding with each other and collision with vehicles crossing the railway track. In India most of the tracks are still manually controlled with station master giving the signals and tracks are changed manually. Even the signal to the road vehicles crossing the railway track are given manually. Many times the accidents take place due to human errors to eliminate these human errors this model has been developed in which the train signalling and monitoring is done automatically using microcontrollers and sensors. This eliminates the human errors and thus reduces the chances of railway accidents which dent the Indian economy.

2. Automatic Gate Control

A level occurs when a railway track is intersected by the road without bridge or tunnel. This is also called railway crossing or railroad crossing. In early times each level crossing had one flagman in a nearby booth who would control the road traffic by red and green flag, then came electrically closable gates which used to close the road when a train approached the crossing this was also controlled manually by a nearby booth. This project utilizes two IR trans-receiver pair; one pair of IR trans-receiver is fixed at one side of the railway gate and similarly the other pair is fixed at the other side of the railway gate.

2.1 Block diagram of gate control:

Whenever a signal from any of the trans-receiver is detected a buzzer sounded for say five seconds and then the gates are closed we will be using DC geared motor to open and close the gates. We are using L293 driver IC to control the motor i.e. open and close the gates. This type of gate control system can be used at all the unmanned level crossings across the country this will reduce the human errors and latency thus providing more safety and security at the level crossings. This system is completely based on microcontroller and quite economical.

3. Track Switching

Using same the concept as in gate control we can switch the tracks of the train. This is needed when one train is standing on the platform and we need to provide another train say a superfast train. For this to happen in earlier times electromagnets were used.
4. Components

Infrared Sensors: Infrared (IR) radiations are part of electromagnetic spectrum which also consists other radiations such as radio waves, visible light, microwaves, gamma rays, x-rays and ultraviolet light. IR radiations lie between visible light and radio waves on the spectrum. The basic working of IR sensors is that IR radiations are emitted by IR-LEDs and then reflected back by the object in front of the sensor. In this model we are using IR-LED to pick the reflected radiation which was emitted by the same type of LED.

LDR: A Light dependent resistor or Cadmium Sulphide cell is a resistor whose resistance depends upon the intensity of the light. If the light falling on the resistor is having sufficient intensity then the photon is absorbed by the resistor which gives electrons enough energy to jump to the conduction band, the resulting free electron conducts electricity and thus reduces the resistance.

AT89C51 Microcontroller: This microcontroller consumes low power, it contains 4Kbytes of Flash programmable anderasable read only memory to provide high performance. Atmel AT89C51 microcontroller provides flexible and cost effective solution to various applications. The programme for the microcontroller is written in KEIL Software.

Stepper Motor: Stepper motor converts electrical energy into precise mechanical motion. The speed and angle of rotation of the stepper motor can be controlled very effectively so they have very use full application in various embedded systems. The stepper motor is controlled by the microcontroller using L293D, it is a motor driver integrated circuit which acts as current amplifier using the amplified current signals to drive the motors.

5. Advantages Over Existing Methodology

- Reduces chances of human error.
- Less time consuming.
- No need of human monitoring.
- Cost effective and less complex working.

6. Limitations

There are some limitations to this model of train surveillance firstly it requires various types of IR sensors which should not detect human interrupt. Secondly if at the time of gate closing if any vehicles get stuck in between the gates then it should be able to detect that and send the information to the microcontroller to take the requisite action.

7. Future Improvements

The limitations of this model has been discussed earlier which can be eliminated in future by further studies. The track switching can be made more specific by further studies and developments in which tracks can be allotted to more...
than two trains. The distance of detection of presence of other train on the track can be further increased with future discoveries.

8. Conclusion

The IR receivers should be properly working and should be checked regularly to avoid any kind of mishappening. The connections in the microcontroller should be neat and tight for proper working. All these things if taken care then the model provides its most efficient working and deliver safety and security. The time in which the gate will be closed after detection of the train at the level crossing should be displayed to the vehicles to provide more safety.
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